LISTS OF FURTHER TEXTS FOR TRANSLATION.

ASSYRIAN.
ARAMG A RANGED BY THE LATE
G E O R G E S M I T H.

Works on History and Chronology.
Historical Canon (Cun. Ins., Vol. II, p. 52).

Historical.
Legends of Izdubar (texts unpublished). (Deluge Tablets.)
Creation Tablets.
Early Babylonian Dated Tablets (texts unpublished).
Inscriptions of Pudil, king of Assyria (Revue Ar., Nov., 1869).
Monolith of Maruduk-bal-idina I, king of Babylonia.
Tablet of Vul-nirari I, king of Assyria.
Small Inscriptions of Vul-nirari (various).
Inscriptions of Shalmaneser I, king of Assyria (various).
Brick and Cone Inscriptions of Vul-bal-idina, king of Babylon (various).
Inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar I, king of Babylonia (unpublished).
Other Inscriptions of Tiglath-Pileser (various).
Contracts dated in the reign of Maruduk-nadin-ahhi, king of Babylon (various).
Inscriptions of Samsivul IV, king of Assyria (Cun. Ins., Vol. III, p. 3).
Contract dated in the reign of Simma-sihi, king of Babylon (Layard's Ins., p. 53).
Other Inscriptions of Assur-nazir-pal (various).
Bull Inscription of Shalmaneser II (Layard's Ins., p. 12, etc.).
Fragments of Annals of Tiglath-Pileser II, king of Assyria (various).
Fragments of Inscriptions Shalmaneser IV, king of Assyria (various).
Inscription of the Second Year of Sargon (unpublished).
Nimrud Inscription of Sargon (Layard's Ins., p. 33).
Cylinder (Barrel) of Sargon (Cun. Ins., Vol. I, p. 36).
Prism of Sargon (unpublished).
Other Inscriptions of Sargon (various).
Tablet of Kalah Shergat.
Other Inscriptions of Sennacherib (various).
Portions of Cylinders B, C, D, and E, of Assurbanipal (Smith's Assurbanipal).
Various Historical Tablets of Assurbanipal (Smith's Assurbanipal).
Hunting Texts of Assurbanipal.
Inscription of Nabopalassar, king of Babylonia (unpublished).
Text of Elamite Kings.
Various other texts of Nebuchadnezzar.
Tables dated in the reign of Evil Merodach, king of Babylon.
Other texts of Nabonidus (various).
Inscription on Tomb of Cyrus.
Dated Tablets in reign of Cambyses (various).
Inscriptions of Darius.
Inscriptions of Xerxes, king of Persia.
Inscriptions of Artaxerxes, king of Persia.
Later Inscriptions of Persian, Greek, and Parthian periods.

Mythology and Religion (mostly unpublished).

Hymn to the Moon God.
Hymns to Ninip.
The War of the Gods.
Incantations for removing Curses.
Prayers of Amil-urgal.
Prayer against Eclipses.
Various other Prayers.
Various Mythological Stories and Fables.
Tablets against Witchcraft.
The Lubara Legends (Chaldean Genesis).

Fables (unpublished).

The Horse and the Ox.
Government (*mostly unpublished*).

Tablet with Advice and Cautions to Kings.
Various Reports and Despatches.
Various Tablets with Laws and Reports of Law Cases.

_Private Life._

Further Deeds of Sale and Barter.
Further Loan Tablets.
Private Letters.
Lists of Property.

_Science, etc. (*partly unpublished*)._  

Geographical Lists.
Lists of Animals and Birds (Delitzsch).
Lists of Minerals and their uses.
Lists of Wooden Objects.
Grammatical Tablets (a selection from).
Mathematical Tablets.

_Astrology and Astronomy._

Further Selections from the great Chaldean Work on Astrology.
Further Selections from Astronomical and Astrological Reports.¹
A Selection of Omens from Terrestrial Objects and Events.

_PHENICIAN._

Sarcophagus of Ashmunazer (Duc de Luynes, Mémoire, 1856).
Marseilles Inscription (Judas, 1857).
The Moabite Stone (Ginsburg, 1871).
Selected Mortuary Inscriptions.

¹ Selections of these only printed in Vol. I.
EGYPTIAN.
(Tentative List only.)

ARRANGED BY
P. LE PAGE RENOUF, F.R.S.L.

Historical Documents.

Ancient Empire:
Inscription of Tomb of Ameni (Benihassan I).
" Tomb of Nahre-si Chnum-hotep (Benihassan II).
" of Sakaya.

XVIIIth Dynasty:
Inscription of Aahmes, formerly called Pensouvan (Louvre C, 49).
" Thothmes I, at Karnak (Denk. III, 18).
" Hat-a-su (Duemichen, Hist. Ins., 19, 20).
Inscriptions of Haremhebi.
Inscriptions of Amenophis III (Denk. III, 65 and following).
Monuments of the Disk Worshippers.

XIXth Dynasty:
Triumphal Inscription of Seti I at Karnak (Denk. III, 126).
Sarcophagus of Seti I (Bonomi).
Dedicatory Inscription of Rameses II, at Abydos (Maspero).
Triumphal Inscriptions (Denk. III, 165, etc.).
Historical Inscription at Abusimbel (187).
LISTS OF FURTHER TEXTS.

Great Tablet at Abusimbel (194).
Inscription of Bek-en-Chonsu (Déveria).

List of Kings:
Turin Papyrus.
Tablet of Abydos.
Tablet of Sakkarah.
Tablet of Karnak.

XXth Dynasty:
Inscription of Seti II (Duemichen, Hist. Ins., i.5).
Rameses III (Rosellini, Burton, Greene, and Duemichen, ubi supra 13-15).

XXIst Dynasty:
Tablet 4th year of Rameses IV.

Persian and Ptolemaic:
Statuette Naophore du Vatican.
Tablet of Tafnecht at Naples.
Inscription of Ptolemy son of Lagos.
Inscription of Alexander Aegōs (Zeitschrift).
“Bauerkunde der Tempelanlagen von Edfu” (Duemichen).
Two Ptolemaic Tablets (Birch).
Selection of Obelisk Inscriptions.
Apis Tablets.

Religious or Magical Texts.

Ancient Forms of Sepulchral Offerings, etc. (Tablets of Ancient Empire.)
The Ritual of the Dead.
Spells in Lepsius (“Aelteste Texte”).
Harris Magical Papyrus.
“Horus on Crocodiles” (various texts, Leyden and elsewhere.)
Spells in Tomb of Bek-en-ren-ef.
“Metternich Tablet.”
"Sha en sensem;" the "Book of the Breaths of Life."
Legend of Horus (Naville).
The Rhind Papyri.
Sarcophagus of Aroerd (Bonomi).
" Necht-en-heb.
" T'at-hra (Louvre).
" British Museum, 32.
Litanics of the Sun (Denk. III, 293).
Apis Stelae (a very large number, nearly 360).

Selection of Hymns, such as the following:
To the Nile (Denk. III, 175).
To Ammon (Denk. III, 237).
Ap-heru-mes (Berlin, in Brugsch Monumens, pl. III).
Meri (" " pl. IV).
To Osiris (Bibliothèque Nationale, Chabas).
Fragments of the Hymns of the Disk Worshippers.
Several in British Museum.
" Duemichen's publications.
Great Psalm to Ammon (Leyden I, 350).

Calendar of Lucky and Unlucky days (Sallier, Chabas).
Calendars of Festivals from as Early Date as possible to
Roman Period.

*Literature, Philosophy, Science, Economy.*

Proverbs, Prisse Papyrus (Chabas).
"Rules of Life" (Papyrus at Boulaq, lately published by
Mariette).
Song of the Oxen (Denk. III, 10).
Three Amatory Songs (Goodwin).
Medical Papyrus (Berlin).
" " (British Museum).
" " (Ebers Papyrus).
Geometrical Papyrus (British Museum).
Calendar of Astronomical Observations in Tombs of XXth Dynasty (Renouf).
Letters on all varieties of subjects in the Sallier, Anastasi, Leyden, and Bologna Papyri.
Letters of Amenemha (Maspero Genre Epistolaire).
Registers, etc., (Rollin and other Papyri).
Accounts (Louvre).
Receipts for making Kyphi, etc.
Catalogues of the Temple Library at Edfu.

Law and Police.
Abbott Papyrus (Spoliation of Tombs).
Report on Capture of Fugitive Slaves (Leyden I, 368, Chabas).
Complaint against Paneba (British Museum Papyrus, Salt, Chabas).
Petition to king Amenophis (Chabas).
Complaint against Thefts committed by certain Workmen (Chabas).
Selected Inscriptions from the Ostraca.
Greco-Egyptian Official Complaints.
(Original Circular.)

SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL ARCHAEOLOGY.
9, Conduit Street, W.,
6th May, 1873.

SIR,

I beg to inform you that it is intended shortly to publish a Series of Translations of all the Important Assyrian and Egyptian Texts, which exist in the various collections of England and the Continent, and thus place before the English Student the remains of undoubtedly the Oldest and most Authentic Literature in the World, the foundation of all History, Archæology, and Biblical exposition, the contemporaneous records of the nations and writers of the Bible. Nearly all the principal Translators have offered their services for this purpose, and while each Author will be alone responsible for his portion of the work, the general arrangement of the materials will rest with the President of this Society. The selection of the records will not be confined to those bearing directly on the text of the Bible, but embrace the entire range of Egyptian and Assyrian history and literature. Each translation will quote the authorities upon which it is based, or the monument from which it is taken, and all other notes will be as few and brief as possible, to avoid controversy and expense.

The volumes will be issued by Messrs. Bagster and Sons, at a price to bring them within the reach of all who are interested in such subjects.

I shall be happy to answer any communication addressed to me upon this subject, and trust that you will promote the best interests of Biblical Archæology, by circulating this notice among your friends.

I remain, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

W. R. COOPER.
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ASSYRIAN TEXTS.

CONTENTS:

INSCRIPTION OF RIMMON-NIRARI.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

INSCRIPTION OF KHAMMURABI.
By H. FOX TALBOT, F.R.S.

MONOLITH INSCRIPTION OF SAMAS-RIMMON.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

BELLINO'S CYLINDER OF SENNACHERIB.
By H. FOX TALBOT, F.R.S.

TAYLOR'S CYLINDER OF SENNACHERIB.
By H. FOX TALBOT, F.R.S.

ANNALS OF ASSURBANIPAL (CYLINDER A).
By GEORGE SMITH.

BEHISTUN INSCRIPTION OF DARIUS.
By SIR H. RAWLINSON, K.C.B., D.C.L.

BABYLONIAN EXORCISMS.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

PRIVATE WILL OF SENNACHERIB.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

ASSYRIAN PRIVATE CONTRACT TABLETS.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

LEGEND OF THE DESCENT OF ISHTAR.
By H. FOX TALBOT, F.R.S.

ASSYRIAN ASTRONOMICAL TABLETS.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

ASSYRIAN CALENDAR.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

TABLES OF ASSYRIAN WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
By REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

LISTS OF FURTHER TEXTS, ASSYRIAN AND EGYPTIAN.
Selected by GEORGE SMITH, and P. LE PAGE RENOUF.
RECORDS OF THE PAST.
VOL. II.

EGYPTIAN TEXTS.

CONTENTS:

INSCRIPTION OF UNA.
By S. Birch, LL.D.

INSTRUCTIONS OF AMENEMHAT I.
By G. Maspero.

ANNALS OF THOTHMES III.
Statistical Tablet. Tablet of Thothmes III. Battle of Megiddo.
Inscription of Amen-em-heb.
By S. Birch, LL.D.

THE WARS OF RAMESSES II WITH THE KHITA.
By Prof. E. L. Lushington.

INSCRIPTION OF PIANCHI MER-AMON.

TABLET OF NEWER-HOTEP.
By Paul Pierret.

TRAVELS OF AN EGYPTIAN.
By François Chabas.

THE LAMENTATIONS OF ISIS AND NEPHTHYS.
By P. J. De Horrack.

HYMN TO AMEN-RA.
By C. W. Goodwin, M.A.

THE TALE OF THE TWO BROTHERS.
By P. Le Page Renouf.

THE TALE OF THE DOOMED PRINCE.
By C. W. Goodwin, M.A.

EGYPTIAN CALENDAR. TABLE OF DYNASTIES.

EGYPTIAN MEASURES AND WEIGHTS.

LISTS OF FURTHER TEXTS, ASSYRIAN AND EGYPTIAN.
Selected by George Smith and P. Le Page Renouf.
RECORDS OF THE PAST.
VOL. III.

ASSYRIAN TEXTS.

CONTENTS:
EARLY HISTORY OF BABYLONIA.
BY GEORGE SMITH.

TABLET OF ANCIENT ACCADIAN LAWS.

SYNCHRONOUS HISTORY OF ASSYRIA AND BABYLONIA.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

ANNALS OF ASSUR-NASIR-PAL.
BY REV. J. M. RODWELL, M.A.

KURKH INSCRIPTION OF SHALMANESER.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

INSCRIPTION OF ESARHADDON.
SECOND INSCRIPTION OF ESARHADDON.
BY H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

AN ACCADIAN LITURGY.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

SACRED ASSYRIAN POETRY.
BY H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

BABYLONIAN CHARMS.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

LIST OF FURTHER TEXTS.
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EGYPTIAN TEXTS.

CONTENTS:

HISTORICAL TEXTS:—

ANNALS OF THOTHMES III.:

BY S. BIRCH, LL.D.

OBELISK OF RAMESES II.

BY FRANÇOIS CHABAS.

TREATY OF PEACE BETWEEN RAMESES II. AND THE HITTITES.

BY C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.

TABLET OF 466 YEARS.

INVASION OF EGYPT BY THE GREEKS IN THE REIGN OF MENEPTAH.

DIRGE OF MENEPTAH. POSSESSED PRINCESS.

BY S. BIRCH, LL.D.

TABLET OF AHMES.

BY PAUL PIERRET.

NEapolitan stele.

BY C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.

ROSETTA STONE.

BY S. BIRCH, LL.D.

ETHIOPIAN ANNALS:—

STELE OF THE DREAM.

BY G. MASPERO.

INSCRIPTION OF QUEEN MADSENEN.

BY PAUL PIERRET.

STELE OF THE EXCOMMUNICATION.

BY G. MASPERO.

MYTHOLOGICAL AND ROMANTIC TEXTS:—

HYMN TO OSIRIS.

BY FRANÇOIS CHABAS.

HYMN TO THE NILE.

BY REV. F. C. COOK.

FESTAL DIRGE OF THE EGYPTIANS.

BY C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.

BOOK OF RESPIRATIONS.

BY P. J. DR HORRACK.

TALE OF SETNAU.

BY P. LE PAGE RENOIR.

LIST OF FURTHER TEXTS.
RECORDS OF THE PAST.

VOL. V.

ASSYRIAN TEXTS.

HISTORICAL TEXTS:

LEGEND OF THE INFANCY OF SARGINA I.
BY H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

INSCRIPTION OF TIGLATH-PILESER I.
BY SIR HENRY RAWLINSON, K.C.B., D.C.L., ETC.

BLACK OBELISK INSCRIPTION OF SHALMANESER II.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

INSCRIPTION OF TIGLATH-PILESER II.
BY REV. J. M. RODWELL, M.A.

EARLY HISTORY OF BABYLONIA, PART II.
BY GEORGE SMITH.

INSCRIPTION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR.
BY REV. J. M. RODWELL, M.A.

INSCRIPTION OF NERIGLISSAR.
BY REV. J. M. RODWELL, M.A.

INSCRIPTION OF NABONIDUS.
BY H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

INSCRIPTION OF DARIUS AT NAKSHIRUSTAM.
BY H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

MYTHICAL TEXTS:

ACCADIAN HYMN TO ISTAR.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

WAR OF THE SEVEN EVIL SPIRITS AGAINST HEAVEN.
BY H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

TABLES OF OMENS.
BY REV. A. H. SAYCE, M.A.

LIST OF FURTHER TEXTS.
RECORDS OF THE PAST

VOL. VI.

EGYPTIAN TEXTS.

CONTENTS:

SEPUCHRAL INSCRIPTION OF AMENI
BY S. BIRCH, LL.D.

INSCRIPTION OF AAHMES, SON OF ABANA
BY P. LE PAGE RENOUF.

LETTER OF PANBESA.
BY C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.

ANNALS OF RAMESSES III:—
THE CONQUESTS IN ASIA.
BY S. BIRCH, LL.D.

GREAT HARRIS PAPYRUS, PART I
BY PROFESSOR EISENLOHR AND S. BIRCH, LL.D.

STELE OF THE CORONATION.
BY G. MASPERO.

THE INSCRIPTION OF THE GOVERNOR NES-HOR
BY PAUL PIERRET.

STELE OF KING HORSIATEF.
BY G. MASPERO.

HYMNS TO AMEN.
BY C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.

INSCRIPTION OF THE DESTRUCTION OF MANKIND.
BY EDOUARD NAVILLE.

EGYPTIAN MAGICAL TEXT.
BY S. BIRCH, LL.D.

THE SONG OF THE HARPER.
BY LUDWIG STERN.

THE STORY OF SANHEA.
BY C. W. GOODWIN, M.A.

THE TALE OF THE GARDEN OF FLOWERS.
BY FRANCOIS CHABAS.

LIST OF FURTHER TEXTS.
The Complete Text can be found on our CD: **Primary Literary Sources For Ancient Literature** which can be purchased on our Website: [www.Brainfly.net](http://www.Brainfly.net) or by sending $64.95 in check or money order to: **Brainfly Inc.** 5100 Garfield Ave. #46 Sacramento CA 95841-3839

**TEACHER’S DISCOUNT:**
If you are a **TEACHER** you can take advantage of our teacher’s discount. Click on **Teachers Discount** on our website (www.Brainfly.net) or **Send us $55.95** and we will send you a full copy of **Primary Literary Sources For Ancient Literature AND our 5000 Classics CD (a collection of over 5000 classic works of literature in electronic format (.txt)) plus our Wholesale price list.**

If you have any suggestions such as books you would like to see added to the collection or if you would like our wholesale prices list please send us an email to: [webcomments@brainfly.net](mailto:webcomments@brainfly.net)